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Abstract

Women are more modest than men in expressing accomplish-
ments, referred to as the “feminine modesty effect”. Given
the importance of highlighting accomplishments and skills
for professional advancement, our research revisits the clas-
sical question of equal opportunity with a modern dataset to
examine how women leverage LinkedIn, a professional so-
cial networking site. We first apply propensity score matching
methods to identify a subset of similarly qualified female and
male U.S. users who recently graduated/will be graduating
(2011-2017) from a top-ranked MBA program as indicated
on their LinkedIn profile. We then analyze gender differences
in online self-promotion choices, an often overlooked aspect
of understanding the role of gender in the professional hiring
pipeline. Among matched subsets of female and male users,
we find that females are less likely relative to males to utilize
data fields that require writing in free-form such as the Sum-
mary and Job Description fields. However, we find for most
universities that females and males are equally likely to in-
clude more structured data fields such as Honors and Skills,
and for some universities females are more likely to include at
least one Skill. This work begins to quantify gender biases in
user-provided data and introduces important considerations
for how self-presentation choices affect professional oppor-
tunity in online hiring platforms.

Introduction

The recent explosion of diverse online social networking
platforms provides users an unprecedented opportunity to
express themselves, share information, engage each other
and communicate directly with organizations (Kietzmann
et al. 2011). In the professional setting, self-presentation
strategies are critical to career advancement (Rudman 1998).
Goffman’s seminal work (1959) explores self-presentation
and how individuals engage in certain impression manage-
ment behaviors. There are numerous studies specifically
analyzing offline self-presentation in professional settings
(Giacalone and Rosenfeld 2013; Roberts 2005), though re-
search is only beginning to unravel how self-presentation
translates to online professional settings (Haferkamp et al.
2012; Sievers et al. 2015).
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The focus of this work is to isolate possible gender differ-
ences in how users present their professional selves. In this
paper, we address this nuanced and often overlooked aspect
of showcasing one’s skills by measuring self-presentation
differences between women and men in a matched sample
of users on LinkedIn, a premier professional networking site
with more than 467 million members. While previous ef-
forts have examined self-promotion in other settings includ-
ing scholarly self-citations (King et al. 2016), this work eval-
uates gender differences in self-promotion on a professional
social networking site.

We apply traditional statistical matching tools for quasi-
experimental design, propensity score matching (Rosen-
baum and Rubin 1983), to identify similarly qualified fe-
male and male users on the LinkedIn platform and then ex-
amine potential gender differences in self-promotion. This
paper observes that women are less likely relative to men to
include profile fields like the Summary which require writ-
ing about oneself and identifies that across most universities
there are no gender differences in the likelihood to list struc-
tured profile fields like Honors or Skills, and finds there are
some universities where women are more likely relative to
men to list a Skill. In the remaining sections, we begin by
describing the dataset variables and the statistical matching
methodology. This analysis is a small, first step forward in
understanding gendered self-promotion in online social net-
works.

Data: LinkedIn Profiles

We received access to LinkedIn’s data as part of the 2015
Economic Graph Challenge. The focus of our analysis is on
U.S. users on LinkedIn who state they are recent MBA grad-
uates/will be graduating (2011-2017) from a top 10 MBA
program based on the March 2015 rankings from U.S. News
& World Report. Recent MBA graduates in particular have
a strong impetus to create and/or update their LinkedIn pro-
files during their MBA studies because it is a period of ma-
jor career transition and networking. In addition, focusing
on recent MBAs at specific universities attenuates the need
to control for the entirety of users’ job histories because
the MBA serves as a baseline similarity feature on top of
which we control for recent job history only. We conduct
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our matching approach at the university-level to account for
heterogeneous gender effects due to differences across MBA
programs both in terms of resources for developing an on-
line professional presence and support for female students.
We then limit our dataset to only U.S. users due to variations
in cultural norms in self-promotional behavior.

The current data incorporates gender as the “treat-
ment” condition, matching characteristic categories (i.e. ge-
ographic location, current industry, MBA graduation year,
and number of years of pre-MBA experience), and the fol-
lowing self-promotion metrics: indicator for including a
Summary, Summary length given a Summary is provided,
indicator for including a Job Description, indicator for list-
ing Skills, number of Skills given at least one Skill is listed,
indicator for including an Honor, and number of Honors
listed given at least one Honor is listed. We do not con-
sider endorsements as a self-promotion field because en-
dorsements also depend on others in a user’s network to pro-
mote a particular skill. The goal of this analysis is to capture
self-promotion behavior only.

LinkedIn users are never asked to provide their gender
when creating a profile, and we rely on internally predicted
gender labels from LinkedIn, dropping users with uncertain
gender labels. Users input their geographic location and cur-
rent industry, such as “Greater New York City Area” for
their location and “Banking” for their industry. We use these
variables in their existing categorization and only include
U.S. users. When a user adds an MBA degree to their profile,
they can input start and end years; we utilize the end year as
the year of graduation from the MBA program. Finally, we
compute a proxy for the number of years of pre-MBA ex-
perience by subtracting a user’s year of graduation from an
undergraduate degree from the start year of their MBA. The
following analysis will only apply to users who list an MBA
degree on their profile.

For the self-promotion metrics, we consider indicator
variables for whether a user has utilized a particular profile
section, including Summary, Job Description, Honors and
Skills fields, which require additional time and initiative to
complete. For the Summary field, among users who com-
plete these fields, we also consider the number of words the
user has provided. The Summary field is often one of the first
sections on a user’s profile, and allows users an open-ended
space to write about themselves, whether that is a sentence
describing their objective or multiple paragraphs detailing
their professional accomplishments. The Honors field allows
discrete entries of any accomplishments the user chooses to
provide. For both the Honors and Skills fields, we consider
whether they exist and if so, the number of entries. If fe-
male and male users were equally likely to self-promote,
then given a female and male user with similar educational
and work histories and similar backgrounds (such as where
they’re living) we’d expect to see a comparable likelihood to
provide a Summary, Job Description, Skills, and Honors.

Methods: Propensity Score Matching
Propensity score matching methods traditionally aim to ap-
proximate a randomized experiment for observational stud-
ies where a researcher is interested in a causal inquiry. For

our purposes, matching methods allow us to create sub-
groups of female and male users that appear only ran-
domly different on their covariate matching features (i.e. ge-
ographic location, current industry, MBA graduation year,
and number of years of pre-MBA experience). Due to gen-
der being an “immutable characteristic” (Greiner and Rubin
2011), the interpretation of our results are associative only,
and not causal. As explained in more detail in (Greiner and
Rubin 2011; Holland 2003), a causal inquiry of the effect of
a personal attribute like race or gender would mean random-
izing these attributes at conception in order to truly quantify
the effect of gender and control for all post-treatment vari-
ables. Therefore, causal inquiries are only feasible when ran-
domizing perceived gender via names, and the interpretation
of this work is associative only.

Following Rubin’s recommendation (2007), we have dis-
tinct design and analysis phases to ensure the objectivity of
our results. The focus of the design phase is to finalize our
propensity score model so that we achieve a subset of users
who are reasonably similar along their objective features
without yet including any self-promotion data. Then the fo-
cus of the analysis phase is to merge in the self-promotion
outcome data into our matched samples and compare gender
differences across these fields.

The Design Phase: In this set-up, our N units are 2011-
2017 MBA professionals at a top MBA program who have
a LinkedIn profile at the time we access the data in Decem-
ber 2015. Our matching data fields are denoted by Xi, the
“treatment” variable is gender denoted by Wi=1 for female
and Wi=0 for male (dropping users with unknown predicted
gender labels), and our outcome of interest is promoting in
the kth data field where, for example, Yik=1 if the ith pro-
fessional includes ancillary information such as a Summary
and 0 otherwise. We temporarily remove our outcome data -
all self-promotion fields - while in the Design Phase to en-
sure the objectivity of our matched sample.

The success of the propensity score approach is depen-
dent on achieving balance in the covariate distributions be-
tween the female and male professionals. We explore several
matching specifications and ultimately select 1-1 matching
with a 0.1 caliper. Note that a caliper (Rosenbaum and Ru-
bin 1985; Althauser and Rubin 1970) is defined as a permis-
sible difference between female and male users to still be
considered a match. The order of the female-male matching
is done randomly and without replacement. We implement
these matching models with the R MatchIt package, version
2.4-21 (Ho et al. 2007). We follow practical recommenda-
tions and best practices for matching discussed in (Rubin
and Thomas 1996; Rubin 2006).

The Analysis Phase: After finalizing our matched sam-
ple, we then assess gender differences in the self-promotion
metrics by fitting models that include gender and the match-
ing features for each MBA program except Columbia Uni-
versity which we drop due to a small sample size in the final
matched sample. For binary self-promotion data fields such
as whether a user includes a Summary, we fit a Logistic re-
gression model and confirm an adequate goodness-of-fit us-
ing the Hosmer-Lemeshow test. For count data such as the
number of words in a Summary among users who include a
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Figure 1: Odds Ratio Coefficient Estimates and 95% Confidence Intervals for Self-Promotion Fields.

Summary field on their profile, we assess gender differences
via a randomization test (Ernst and others 2004). We first
compute the observed absolute mean difference in counts
between females and males, and then compute a null distri-
bution of absolute mean differences by permuting gender la-
bels. To determine statistical significance, we then compute
the proportion of null absolute differences that are greater
than the observed one, and determine statistical significance
if this proportion is less than 0.05, based on 5,000 iterations.

For the binary self-promotion fields where we fit a Lo-
gistic regression, we show our results in Figure 1. Also, for
comparison of the results relative to an unmatched subset
of users, we also report in gray on Figure 1 the naive es-
timates of gender differences without controlling for other
features. We report the odds ratio coefficient estimate for
gender for each of the models by taking eβFemale , where the
βFemale coefficient is from the Logistic regression model
fit. Therefore, in Figure 1, the interpretation of the vertical
line at 1 indicates no gender differences, while <1 indicates
female users are less likely to include the specified data field
and >1 indicates female users are more likely to include the
specified data field. We report 95% confidence intervals as
well and significant gender differences at the 0.05-level are
displayed in red. We now describe the analysis for each of
the four fields (i.e. Summary, Job Description, Honors, and
Skills):

Summary field: We evaluate gender differences in the like-
lihood to include a Summary as part of the profile. As shown
in Figure 1, we observe women are overall less likely than
their male counterparts to complete the Summary field. To
illustrate how to interpret the meaning of these effect sizes,
for Dartmouth we see the odds of a female user including
a Summary, controlling for the matching variables, is 0.53
times as large as the odds of a male including a Summary.
The size of the points on the figure are proportional to the
number of users in a university in the resulting matched sam-

ple. Among those users who do include a profile, we do not
find any statistically significant gender differences in Sum-
mary length via the randomization test.

Job Description field: Next, we evaluate differences in the
likelihood to include a Job Description and discover varying
odds of a female user including one compared to the odds
for male users. Similar to the Summary figure, the Descrip-
tion figure displays the odds ratio coefficient interpretation
from the Logistic regression along with the 95% confidence
intervals. We observe that for several universities women are
significantly less likely than men to include a Description.

Honors field: We measure differences in the likelihood to
include at least one Honor and find no gender differences
across universities. Then, based on the randomization test,
we also do not find any statistical gender differences in the
total number of Honors listed among users who do include
at least one Honor.

Skills field: Finally, we analyze gender differences in the
likelihood to include at least one Skill on the profile. We
observe a few universities where women are more likely to
include a Skill and one where women are less likely to in-
clude a Skill. Then among users who do include at least one
Skill, we observe statistically significant gender differences
in female versus male Skill counts respectively for Berke-
ley (19.8 vs. 21.9), Chicago (17.5 vs. 19.6), Harvard (16.3
vs. 17.4), MIT (18.8 vs. 20.8), Northwestern (18.8 vs. 20.5),
and Wharton (16.6 vs. 19.0).

Conclusion
We discover that female users typically have a lower odds of
including Summary and Job Description fields in their pro-
file relative to male users. This portion of the profile, unlike
listing Honors or Skills, requires the user to take an extra
step in providing information about themselves. While this
work is unable to speculate on the causal impact of these
differences, we encourage future work that investigates this
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question on how self-presentation decisions affect online
professional opportunity, similar to (Chiang and Suen 2015).
This work also has implications for how recruiters should
interpret such self-presentations. For example, if recruiters
do not currently prioritize reading the Summary field, then
such self-presentation differences should not matter. Yet,
listing more Skills may increase the likelihood of a user be-
ing found by a recruiter.

This analysis of online self-presentation contributes to
the rapidly developing literature documenting gender bias in
the professional and social marketplaces such as differences
in callback rates when randomizing the gender of a name
on a resume (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004), the effect
of perceived gender on social media influence (Nilizadeh
et al. 2016), differences in self-disclosure rates on Face-
book (Wang, Burke, and Kraut 2016), and an analysis of
gender bias in computer science faculty hiring (Way, Lar-
remore, and Clauset 2016). The global desire to promote
gender diversity in professional settings creates tailwinds
for information-gathering projects like ours. For example,
what are the economic effects of gender differences in on-
line self-promotion and what might be the implications? Are
there differences in how recruiters perceive self-promoting
women compared to self-promoting men with the same ob-
jective qualifications? As companies become accountable
for structural equality, recruiters need to recognize gender
differences in order to hire diverse employees. Providing the
right information to both women and talent identifiers is the
first step towards a shift in workplace demographics.
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